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ABSTRACT 
Individual Differences In the Use of .Physical . 
-- ,'··,,-~. "·Dimensions to Cias,sify Matr,ix Patte-rns. · .......... , .. - .. ,;',•.•. 'C,>: • 
-A method:was developed to study _:individual differences .. 
--
in the classification ·Of· matrix p~tterns ··which were con-
-
t " trolled o~ .five physical dimensions: % ·Black, Area, Second 
Moment- o·f Inertia, Product of Inertia, and Matrix Grain-. . ' . . ' 
The method permitteg a test of whether the findings, o_f th~ 
-· 
study, based on the -sample set of patterns, could be gen-
eralized to the stimulus domain. 
. Results from _1:,wo;' experiments-1 each ~nvolving ten sub-
• jects, showed that individual differences did occur .. in 
·processing· the patterns. . .The control lea dimensions were 
used as the basis of classification. The dimension of% 
Black was descriptive of both the mean and modal basis of 
classification. However, classification was also made on 
-· 
the basis of the other controlled dimens~ons. Subjects 
were found to shift the basis of their classification ·over 
- --time. Most subjects formed ·an hypothesis concerning the 
_ basis of their classification before seeing _ all patterns_ 
at least once. The .results :were generalizeable to the· . 
_stimulus domain. 
An hypothesis feedback model was -proposed to describe 
•· _ ~e .\-results.·-._ Implications of th_e significance of the _% 
Q .. 
Q 
---·" ·- . 
. -------------,-
Black dimensi'o~ ·were sugge~ted- for such related areas. as 
:i;:-·:,: ·:;- ~::·,·--.. ·--~'. ... : ....... g:imultaneous discrimi1:1ination 1 tasks, reversible figures, -- .... AJ 
• j ''._;" 
' 
. ",. ...... ·::-· .,:· -
' 
... 
_ possible physiol9gical basis, and inf·ormation _ theory. ap~ 
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INTRODUCTION 
i' 
_:__:·The Attneave & Arnoult study (1956) is a major turning .. · 
the study of form perception. The article estab-
. ··1ished a basis for the quantitative investigation of physi-
·-
cal variables. that mi-ght be involved in the perception of 
forms .or patterns. It also called attention to .. the previ-
·ous-l-y unexamined problem of the stimulus domain. 
" .••• the problem of drawing a sample of ~s~~muli from a parent population charac-terized by certain determinate statistical parameters. The stimulus-domain includes all those stimuli to which the results·may be generalized.~ •• " 
By 1965 the resultant proliferation of physical vari-
. ·' 
.~ 
·~"'- ables that had been investigated mandated that Michels & .··~ 
· ~"", Zusne (1965) first classify these suspected form parameters '·, 
'···,J;>efore they could attempt to discover .,any common unifying 
aspects inherent in them. · Three classes of parameters were defined: 1. ·Trans~tive, where changes in the magnitude of a 
par~eter ca,us,e the pattern to belong to a· different stimulus . gomain .. (e.g., Measures of redundancy and uncertainty). 2. -·· 
~""'' . Transposi tional, where changes in the parameter cause a - -
c;:hange in the represent~tion of the pattern at the· retina' 
--~---- but do not change the physical structure .. of t~e patte·rn it-
,,·, 
. . 
\ self {e·. g. , rotational and size trans formations) • 3,. In-· 
· tr.ansi ti ve ,_ where changes .in- a parameter cause a change only 
.... 





_.., .,t--1•-··- -·; 
·parameters investigated _fall into t_he third category. For 
__,_.c. this intransitive ·class, Michels & Zusne believe that'·:·'the ,' 
. r . ' 
I 3 • 
- I 
.. ---·-------· -
,, . . 
. ",r 








' .......... ~--= d_u_, I 
•. 
' . parcl.Ineters are related through a set of mathematical moments, .. ···.· 
and that a measurement system ·bas·ed on moments is sufficient.· to describe form. 
.. 
Brown & Gwen {1967) · state that the lack of a systematic · 
.·· ··,···.> ·'. · ·. khowle.dge of the stimuli used in form perception has l;:>·een . 
_ 1..:,:::::r 
,. .. .. 
~ ........ ' 
, ':'" . 
-. ' ; ..•. --
;., •. , .... 1.,·,\,.\ 
-
most damaging to the programmatic study of perceptual.pro-
cesses and suggest that a study of measurement and sampling I ,: 
• p~oced.ures used with the stimuli is essential to the further development of a psychophysics of .form perception. They ar-gue that form is a multidimensional variable and that the 
' ··.·sampled· pattern to· be used ·in an experiment must be repre-
sentative of the stimulus domain. 
. .. 
Brown & Owen suggest that factor. ana·lyses is the proper ~ 
. approach to use in the study of form perception and that 
fact.orial designs are inappropriate due to . the high inter..;. 
correlations of many of the physical form measurements • 
. They argue that such intercorrelations create difficulties 
for factorial studies and that to avoid such problems fac-
.. torial designs use only those stimuli which assure indepen-. . dence between measures in the sample set; they state that 
. 
such stimuli are fixed factors.whose results are not genera-
, ....... lizeable to the stimulus domain. 
· In any experimen.t, regardless of statistical design, 
................... , ... ,,, ' 
.. 
it. is actually ~e stimulus domain that··-is under the control 
of the experi_menter. A stimulus domain is described by the 
physical dimensions used to construct i·t; · the problem 0£ 
. ~-
-
"' highly· correlated physical dimensions need not occur. The .... 
-,~ .. 
. . ' 
. J 
i 4 • 
•• i.-.i. 
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i. ·stimulus· domain can be constr~cte_d only from -those dimen-
· .. · sions which 'are known to be uncorrelated.· · Dimensions which 
· . appear to be independent· ba~ed oh experimental eviden9e may 
--be used with discretion until_ statistically shown otl'lerwise. · 




. __ · factors. -A pattern is a, ·set of values, one from each of the· 
controlled dimensions ... Many physically distinct shapes. or 
forms are in ·fact describe4 by the same set of -dimensional. 
values. If a stimulus pattern used in a sample has been_ -
' 
selected randomly from a set o{ stimulus patterns all having 
--·-the same dimensional values, the sample stimulus pattern 
• 
must be con,sidered as a random factor. The property. that 
two or more physically distinct stimuli may have the same 
\ ,. dimensional values enables an error estimate to be obtained 
· and a test of the goodness of +epresentation of the stimulus· 
domain by the stimulus sample to be made. 
If one accepts the view that form is a multidimensional 
-· 
stimulus and that.the perceptual.system is subje~~ to the 
- ~--· effects of memory, motivation, and learning, differences in 
· perceptual process~ng should be expected to occur among in-
i\i\ 
" 
di vi duals and within an indi v1dua·l over time. However, the 
., . processing of patterns is usually assumed to·· be--invariant. 
-,, 'ilver et. al. (1966) using a similarities judgment task and '\ 
. 
1
· erf orming a factor analysis . concluded that individual dif-
"'' ,.,~ 
·· ··.· -. ·ferences were involved in processing on ~e bas-i-s that not 
. , I 
--1 
1\ 






















their stimulus ·sample may have been bia$ed, leading· Stenson 
(196~) to replicate the Silver e.t •. al •. study using an appar-
-
ently unbiased sample. When the amount of variance associ- ·. 
ated with each di·mension was estimated, Stenson found ·-that ---
· four dimensions accounted for most of the variance over all 
subj~ __ pts. He· con·cluded that there were no wide differences 
between individuals .• In referring to his and the Silver et . ~· ~-' .... , 
al study, Stenson s·tates 
. 
"The point to be made from these two sets of results is that there are apparently~ fair number.of different strategies em-ployed by Ss when they are asked to make similarities ratingso Thus, it is possible that studies of similarity in which data. are averaged over all Ss produce results ... representativ,e of no individual s." 
.. ---
.. It appears that factor analysis, while affording an.investi-
gation of many physical dimensions~does not provide a clean 
. 
" 
_:,._ ., .... 
' ;· ' 
I •. 
-,, 
method for investigating individual diff~rences in perceptual· r · 
processing and may actually produce non-representative re-
sults concerning th.e processing. 
, 
' 
A factorial des·ign employing a classification task ap-
-· .-
t. ·pears .capable of providing an insight into the perceptual 
processing:of patterns. In patt~rn perception the concepts 
of. recog~ition and class~fication arEr·--·usually used inter-
changeably (Neisse·r, 1967); however, Sayre ·c1965) makes -th~ 
· distinction that recognition is an instantaneous~event where-
·---- --
' as class-ification is a function of time. -Handel (1967) 
states that in a classification task, a subject-splits a set 
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- r--142- Fr 
of discrete groups being constrained by the experimenter. 
Intuitively, a .classification task appears desirable in. · · '• 
studying the emergence of differences in processing -of pat-
.···. terns which are controlled over severa-1. dimensions. In a 
· dichotomous classification task, .if. each of .two· resultant 
sets ·of stimuli is based upon each of two values of a bi-
" 
valued phy.sical dimension, the psychological process of ----,I 
.. 
classification will be assumed to -have been made on the·. basis 
of that phys-i-cal dimension. Due to the nature of· a more or 
·. less uniform physiological system it should be expected that 
many subjects will use the.same dimension or dimensions as . , 
--the basis of classification such that the dimensions· will be 
I , I • 
r representative of the average classification process. un~ 
• • ...J • 
... 
less an effort is made to con·trol for the effects of memory,· J 
, motivation, and learning, it shol;lld also be expected that 
not all subjects will operate on the average dimension. 
S-imilarily, 'c.hanges in the basis of classification might 
occur over time. The nature of such changes, either an ac-
tive shift over dimensions by the subjects or random, spon-
taneous shifts, remains to be determined.· 
The stimulus domain is limited by those dimensions use~ 




. . to_ linut the domain to the simplest type of form, a matrix 
.--
~pattern where a cell caµ--·be in one of two -~tates: black or 
white.· Polidora (1967) has pointed out tl.lat any theory of 
' pattern perception must not only account for the perception 
of.· complex_,_ forms but also of the simplest. Dime·nsions · which 
' I ; 
' 
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{ . ,/ 
.,.. ·. '. '.-' '· ... 
-@ .-
have been shown to have some effecto~ perceptua~ processing 





. . Garner (1962) has stated that ~egardless of the nature 
of a pattern, an observer primarily responds __ to t~e maximum . 
--- uncertainty of the pattern. - Maximum uncert_ainty, Umax, is--_-
determined by ·the number of patterns. in the un·i versal set_: 
. (I, .. _ • Umax = 2c 
. . ' 
- -~- . . 
' i 
'Where c = number of cells in a matrix 
2 = number of states for each cell r ) 
A response made to Umax is completely confounded with·· a re-_ 
. . 
--
~pons e made to the matrix grain; ~evertheless, a suffic·ent 
number of experiments have been performed (See Garner, 962, 
..... 
\ 
-·-· ~hapt~r 6) to indicate that Umax or matrix grain may be an 
. . 
important dimension. 
.. .. : .. -..., 
l 
-The role of redundancy as a pattern variable appeats 
~ 
to have become doubtful through diversity of meaning. Evans 
(1967) has shown that redundancy may be conceptualized in 
- •three different ways, depending on the assumptions that_one __ ··_ 
- ' 
entertains. As such redundancy offers more information about 
·, 
-
-the experimenter-than about pattern perception. Redundancy 
. 
. has 1 been associated with rules for sampl;ing--patterns -fro.m ... 
the stimulus_ domain, al though the .·"specific effect of -such 
. 
-sampling . rules on redundancy depends on · theoretical view-
. point (Evans, I967) • Regardless- of redundancy, the- samp-ling 
4 ...... -.---
;:'llle·for obtai!ling patterns from. the do~ain, per se, may be 
.,.. .. 
' an important dimen_sion. 
. 
Two sampling rules have generally ~ -
. . ,.-··--- . 
been- investigated; l.) Selecting· patterns which ar,e ,011:ly, .. _ 
1- -- I ' 
8 ·'-.- ..... _ ... _, . 
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----iilllliilllllllllillillllllli ................... ~ ........ ~~----~ 
. . . 
. "random" or· 2.) Selecting patterns. which are · "symmetrical . 
about an _axis" {Eisenman, 1967;. Schnore ·& Partington, 1967; 
· ·Foulke & Warm, 1967; Warm & Foulke, 1968). 
·Michels & Zusne (1965) have proposed that a system 
· based on the moments of inertia of a pattern can adequately 
describe that --form. There appears to· be ~vidence for the 
second moment of inertia as a form parameter, and for a sim-
·_ ilar measure of di.spersion of a form's area from its cen-
troid, p2/A {Arnoult, 19.~0; Zusne, 1965; Stenson, 1966;· 
Behrman & Brown, 1968). -· 
{,;-
Michels and Zusne (1965) report only three studies 
where area, per se, was investi·gated as a form paraineter; 
. . .. 
they state.the common procedure is to control area over 
forms and to regard it as being of secondary importance. 
. ,· ,·, . 
~ -- ·c: ·-. 
, 
Smith (1969) points out that studies have shown equal areas 
/ 
·:. to l:fe perceived differently w_hen form is varied. "Stretched 
- .. · 
-·--~ .-~·, 
"' ' . 
. . ' 
.:.,~-. - ·· __ -·-- ',_: __ ,_ ... · .-:_ .,.·-·--
out" figures were perceived as larger thqn others of equal 
area. Baird et. al. (1969) found a relation· between apparent ~~
area and- estimated complexity of a pattern. Bowen & Erik-
son (1969) found that an -increase_ in area increased the 
rat:e of detection while increase in perimeter resulted in 
s~all or negligible,increase in detectiop rate. Elias 
· (1967) ,~-working with the hooded r-a.t, showed that both "pat-
. tern area" ahd · "background area" taken together cou~ld be , 
'· related to efficiency ·of discrimination. In a matrix pat-
tern, area can'refer to either total area, as defined by 
. ·"······ -······· .. : .. J.~ 
~ the matrix ·perimeter,· or to .. the percentage 0£ ·the pattern ., 
i 
..... ·.: -, .. ..J.., 9. 
• 




·, ; . 
. ' 
. ,'• . 
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that is either white or black •. 
r 
• • •1• 





This study investigated the following·: 
,. 
·• 
· 1 ... Whether individual differences o,ccur. in the' ·· 
'processing of ·patterns.; 
· 2. · Whether the· re.suits of th·e study can be gen-. · , ·· 
.eralized to t~e stimulus domain, as defined 
by the controlled dimensions .. 
3·. · ·whether changes I the classif.ica·tion occur in 
process over time. 
4. Whether subjects shift dimens-ions. • over time. 
. 
--- __ ,.,_. 
~ 
-s. Whether any of the controlled dimensions: % 
Black, Perimeter, Second Moment of I.n~rtia, 
Matrix Grain (Uncertairity), or Product of 
Inertia. (Symmetry) can be used as a basis of 
classification b_y subjects • 
6. Whether any
1 of·. these physical dimensions .. are 
descriptive of average classificatory behav~ 
\ 
\ 
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' .. 
·',I 
·.·:_ .-:-. ·• ... 
. Stimuli 
Matrix patterns were-used; each cell of which was 
limited to one of two· states: black or white •. i The lines.· 
form~n·g the boundaries of each cell, the matrix g.rid, were,-.. 
not shown on · the pattern·s, although . the periineter of the 
' 
. . 
matrix was. The pattern took on the appearance of a col-:. 
lection of black and white siuares contained within · a· · 
$quare boundary. Five pnysical dimensions were controlled 
,, 
. ----- -- . 
on .each pattern. Ninety-six patterns were used, two a~- each 
.. of the forty-eight factorial levels required by the .design. F' 
. . 
The physical dimensions that were controlled and the 
·-levels of each dimension are detailed: 




-1. 1 Matrix Grain: Either a 4 x 4 or 6 x 6 matrix grid was , I 
used to design the patterns. For a· constant value of 
perimeter, the effect of diff~rent matrix grains is to 
cause a difference in the size of each individual cell .. 
•, 
contained within ~the· perimeter. 
·: .. 2. ~,% Black: This dimension refers_ to the number of c·ells· 
~ . in the~black state. Two levels of% Black were used:. 
·~,..-, 
25% and 75%. · This corresponds to 4 and 12 blac~ cells 
-· 
_in a 4 x 4_matrix__~ 9 and 27, in a 6 x 6. However, .. __ 
the dimension of Product of Inertia precluded .havi'r1g·,,:;,··an 
(.' 
odd number of cells ih one state for an even matrix 
grid; therefore, for the 6 x 6, 8 and 26··black cells 
" • u 
· · .. \ · corresponding ;:_to 22. 2%. an.d 77. 7% were used. In discus-
• 
- •- •. 
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. . . 
sing this dimension the levels·will·be referred to 
Low arid High% Black. 
., 
\ 3·. Perimeter Size: Mati'ices used were .either 1 · in. sq., \ 
\ 2 in. sq. , or. 4 in:. sq. ·The ratio· between two succes-
--
_) 
l:, ' sive sizes is constant. Perimeter size in conjunction 
with %··Black makes possible a post hoc test of-th·e ef~~-
fects of total amount of retinal stimulation, if neces-
·sary. 
-4. Second Moment of Inertia, I: · As used in this experi-
.. "· 
,··-




---- . ~ 
/ 
ment, this dimension refers to ·the dispersion -of black 
cells in ··relation to ·the centroid (the center of gravi-
I 
ty of a homogeneous area, defined by the first moment 
of the area with respect to the x-axis and to y-axis). 
Two levels of!, I10 and Ihi1 were defined and con-
trolled on the ·patterns • 





.or y axis. 
_I~X =Jy 2 dA Iy =Jx2 dA, 
where (or y) I the distance to the X l.S :~ 
y · (or x) axis about which the moment is taken. . • . 
-·--
Kn owing Ix impl~es · nothing about Iy, and conversely. A 
measure of dispersion in both .. -directions can ·be found by a 
transformation ·to polar coordinat:~s. The ·polar moment of 
inertia is defined with-respect to the orig~n. 
{,., 
. ,. ' where r is the di.s.tance from the elemental afea to tb~ p·o1e (Beer and ·Johnson, 1965) ~. Noting· that r2 = 2+. y2·, the fol-· . .. ·--': . - ; ·_·. · .. , .. · ,:-..· . / ,· '.. . . . - ,,. 1 
~. . ._,·. 
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b 
· .. lowing is true . 
· I 0 :: ]r2 dA = f .(x2 + y2) dA = 
Ix+ Iy 
- -- . - --~ Thi~- measure, I 0 ·,--inqicates the amount of dispersion 
both centroidal axes • 
.. , ,As can be seen from the above equations , I i.s based 
---on-- both area and distance;. an identical ·pattern drawn --·on_ · 
matrices of the same grid size but of different perimeters 
would of necessity have different values -Of I, even though,. 
in relation to other features of the pattern, I is identi-
~al over bo·th--patterns. To have r10 and Ihi. reflect only 
differences in. dispersion from a_ centroid and not di .. f fer-:-
. ences in measurement values over patterns, the followin9 
. 
procedure was used. 
-
A rectangular coordinate system was defined such th.a~ 
r the centroid of a matrix, defined by its perimeter, was at 
the origin. Each x and y axis was graduated in equal, non-
dimensional uni ts such that· each matrix boundary was rep- ... · 
. resented by a value of either + 4, with respect toche 
-
·, 
• • origin~ 
I , 
Given the ~% Black level arld the Matrix Grain level, 
.... : 
I • • • 
,,. '·.·· -
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• Ill-~- I <' 
' 
, ,.-the maxi_mum p_ossible amount of dispersion, I 0 (max) , -~arid the · 
--------








0 found. -From these values the· median amount of dispersion,:···· . 
. 
. I 0 (med) , can be obtained for each condition (Table ·1a .• -) • ~-:i.::~-
. 
1 o.(med) = : (-Io (inax) -
i 
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. Range of Values of I for the Two Levels of I at each combination of Matrix Grain and·% Black 
Low% Black High_% Black 
.. 
.. 
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. _To avoid ambigu~ty, all patterns _in which I 0 :::_ Io(mec;l)• 
-
not used; the range within which each value.of I 0 -fell for· 
I I1·o and. Ihi, for the different combinations, is given in 
. 
--
Table lb. ; 
\ . 







Pxy = f xy dA (,Bee·r and Johnson, 1965) -.11,--• 
" It is obtc!~ned by multiplying. e·ach elemental area, dA, 
-by its coordinates, x and y, and integrating over the 
area. Pxy has the pr_operty. that when either on~ or 
both of the axes is an axis of symmetry for an area, 
Pxy = 0. 
,.. TWO levels of Pxy were controlled in these patterns: 
Pxy = 0, symmetrical patterns; and -Pxy -:/ O, non-symmetrical __ 
' patterns.: 
-
, _ . - The patterns· were designed by having a number randomly 
assigned to each cell of a matrix; those· cells whose numbers 
., were then drawn from a random list were placed in the black 
. 
-state. If all the co;nstraints imposed upon a _pattern by a _.....,d • ' ~ 
• particular. factorial combination ___ of the controlled dimensions -
-











-The _patterns were d:rawn on posterboard ·vri tli --tlie -aid- of y ' 
1·•· --
. a template on which the design of the pattern had been per-
. ·-· ' . { £orated; the perimeter altd the black cells were darkened 
,[ with India ink. The pat~erns were photographed with a · I 1! . 
' • • ' - , r ' 
•. 
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camera • using high contrast copy film. 
the subjects are shown • in Appendix A. 
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·• : I 
Subjects t·, . 
, ... :· . 
,- ~ 1o·male volunteer students, at1;.ending· Lehigh University 
"' summer sessions, were used in each of two ,experiments; the . 
20 subjects were paid $1.50 per ho-ur~ - ···--- .. •····· ------~~ -.,. ... --- -··-··· .... ----- ~-
',' 
'' .. ·_ ..... '. _.-...,~ .' 
. . . 
. _:,. Procedure 
Subj e.cts were run individually- -in a darkened, sound · 
·~ protected room •. They were seated approximately·· 30 · in·. in 
front of a translucent panel; a box containing two push 
--keys, one of which was labeled "Group A" and the other "Group "J'·~ 
)3", was placed.on a table in front of the ·panel. The pat..;. 
terns ~ere projected onto the panel from an adjoining room, 
.. , 
which also housed .~he electronic recordirig equipment. On _· f~ 8 
each of four daily sessions a subject was presented with 
five random sets of the 96 ·patterns; four.of the random 
orderings were different, with the last set always ;tiaving · 
.. 
d been presented first. Each pattern was seen· a total of 20 
times in the course of the experiment. 
A trial consisted of tht9_ subject ,being presented wit~\-, 
· a pattern and his classification of it into ei tber. "Gr·oup A" 
,'' 
. 
or "Group B" • '•' All patterns were pres~nted successively with 
a 4 sec. blank interval from the time a subject made a de-
. cis.ion until he was presented with· ·a new pattern. The view~-
ing time of each sliae was held constant at· 50 ms·ec. through 
" 
a Lafayette_ tachistoscopic shutter operated by a Hunter 
·, 
i 
· timer; the brightne,ss level of the tachistoscope was set at · 
" 
·dim. The fast viewing time was ·used to eliminate the possi-
f ~. . I 
-
-;-· bili ty that any differences in classificationa
1
f basis or in 
\ • 17 •. , 
·,J ' . -
•, -
., -
' . . 
. 
, ' 
•' •·,:.. . ~ - _11,...-.~~-· - . I 
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. I • - ' • ~ . • ' • ' ........ ~..i' ., ' 
. ·- C viewing times or of differential eye movements; Gould 
.· .. {196 7) has presented evidence showing· some relations be- . 
·tween·eye movements and predictability ·of dimensions. ! ' 
I 
l . : . Upon enterii;ig the ·experimental room, subjects were .· ' 
-
read the -following set of instructions: 
'· 
··r am going to present to you patterns com-
'-.. \ 
posed of black and white squares for a very 
brief duration o_f time. Your task is to inspect 
.. 
each pattern that is presented to you and then 
place it into either Group A by pressing this 
I 
~ . ·. 
button {experimenter pointed to appropriate key), 
or into Group B by pressing this button. The 
' .,,-· buttons need only be pressed gently. 
You are free to place the patterns into the 
two groups on any basis that you wish. -If you 
have no questions we will begin • 
Two experiments .were performed; the position of the 
... patterns in Exp. II were orien.ted n_i_~_ety degrees counter-
clockwise from that shown for Exp. ·r 'in Appendix A. 
--Experimental Design 
A mixed modeL, factorial ·design with nested factors 
"Was employed-; this ~eeign can be expresse·a as: -. -
1 YJKLM- = µ+aj + Sk + Cl(k)+ Om + aSjk + acjl(k) + aOjm 
. 
' -! +, $Okm + OCml (k) +' aBojkm +. aOCjml·(k) . I 
- . 
. aj represents the effect of subjects·,: a random·f-ac·tor;-~ 10 
,f·, . 
subjects were used in each of two expeJtiments •.. 
/ 
,, ...... _.._ 
-- / r - /_ -
I8. . Ji>· . ,··-• I -,J/.\.,... I ' 
. : . 
•• 
.... .,· 
, .. -· 
. ?,. 
·-· ., . 
. , ,· •,,:, 
'·' l·• , . 
Q 
-. · .. ·_ Bk represents the effect of the controlled physical dimen-
Five ·dimensions were controlled on the patterns; 
there were two levels of four dimensions and three levels 
fifth-. 
. .. 
_· ~ .. c1 (k') represents the effect due to individual patterns_. It 
. 
. 
is a random factor and nested under a. 96 different ·p·at-
terns were used; 2· at each of the 48 factorial combinations 
. · __ .::_of B •. 
. ·om represents the effect of the daily session; it is a fixed 
\. 




- ,· ' The theoretical mean squares and. associated degrees of · ·.e · 
freedom are presented in Table 2. · Quasi F ratios· ·(Winer,·_ 
19 61) were developed to tes 1: those.fr terms , 8 , . o , and So , for 
which no appropriate error terms existed. 
Planned comparisons can be made fo·r any test involving 
. · S; thi·s enables a test for th_e significance of_· each of the 
~,. 
··controlled dimensions to be performed. Such c::omparisons do · 
.not involve all of the degrees of freedom of the S term; the 
remainder represent·comparisons that can be made to test in-. 
teractions between-dimensions. The significance of one of 
M _: •••.. ·-
·----~-· --
..:!.=.;_:: -·-
thes·e te.sts would indicate-that different dimensions were 
.. ··· used to_· classify d·ifferent subsets of. patterns. It will be ----- :, 
assumed that the size of a subset. involved in such intera.c-.. ··-
. . ~ ' 
.. 
. . . ' ,. '' 
. . . . . . . r . . . . -·~- .. 
,. ·~ 
... 
• • J • 
• ~. 1' • I 
. .. 
tions is equal to ·one pattern, and that ~11 dimensions __ ax-e 
I . . . ~-· .... equally li~ely to be .used; that i$, a "Random Dimension" 
. ' 
" -i..,,i.- ·I 
19. 
. -1 •.. 
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KMNcr 2 + . 2 MNaac a .,__________________ -------·-
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Patterns at each Combination 
Sessions 

































CJ-1> ·ck-1J (M-1) 
. 
(J-1) (KL-K) (M~l) 
Values 
J - 10 -




M - 4 -
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'· ' I, :. RESULTS 1 '• . .i . 
. . . 
. ' ' ' The frequency of classification of a ·pattern into· 
either group. was determined ·from daily subject protocols 
and expressed as a percentage. An analysis of the proto- --.< 
col for _only one group must be performed, . the other being,'. 
·,; 
4 
• .. ··· complementary. · However, choosing all "Group A" or_ ''Group 
· ,· ···· BIi protocols would. not be proper since no instructions were 
· given as to which values to classify· into ei.ther group; for 
example, two subjects could both· use % Black as the basis 
. ••. - . 
t • for their classifications, but one might classify Low% 
Black patterns as Group A while the other might· classify · ; 
• 
• High% Black patterns as Gro~p A. To correct for such 
occurrences, that group, either "A" or· "B", for which the 
. 
frequency of classification of each of the two patterns for 




· than 50% was used in the analysis. If .either of the two 
.l. 
~ - . 
~ p~tterns were not classified into the same group with a 
·-· 
··frequency of less than 50%, the decision was based on the 
.. -t;wo patterns in the combination 00001. Sev·enty out of ... 
eighty protocols over both experiments were classified by~ 
the first decision rule·, and·the remainder, by the second- • 
.. . 
.. . .............. . 
E~periment I 
The-~.results of the analysis of variance for Exp. I 
· are .-sh·own ·:c in Table 3. 
' . 




to individual di f.ferences betjeen patterns. . This result · ~ ·. 
• 
• ! • ~ .• ·.. . .. . I • • 
. suggests that the findings of this experiment. should -·be .. 
. . ( ' 
. . ' generali_zable t<?;· othe·r patter.ns in the stimulu·s-domain. 
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. •. Random· 
Patterns 
Sessions 




S x Area 
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S X I 
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S X R 
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1 486 .-92 
. 
2 0 .21 .. 
l 0.14 
























































2 8\. 48 





' ·---J -_,._ __ ' 
F.' I (*) p 
·. 





(9 i 432) p<.001 
--
. 
. (l; 9) .. p<.001 
· (2 I 18) 
I 
-
(1, 9) ·1 
: 
(l, 9) -. 
.. 
.. 





. .. (4-8, 432) 
(3 I 31) 
(9 I 432) p< .• 001 
(1.8, 432) p<.001 
(9 I 432) 
{9, 432) p<.001 
173'. 54 (9, 4.32) p<.001 
3.54 {369~ 432) p<.01 
10.42 (27,1296) ·p<.t)Ol. 
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the· 0. 001 level, indicates that individual di'fferences do 
affect the processing of patte~ns. 
·· , ___ ... ·· · --The Subject x % Black, Subject x Area, S·ubject x Pro-
.. duc;:t of·: Inertia., Subject x Matrix Grain interactions· were 
.. 
·, 
. all significant beyond the 0.001 level; the Subject x Ran-
.. 
. · dom interaction was significant at th~ 0. 01 level; only 
the Subject x Inertia interaction was not significant •. 
These results imply that at some time during the experi-
, ment, the dimensions of _% Black, Area, Pro.duct of Inertia, 
Matrix Grain, and Randomness were us~d as the basis for 
. . classifyi'ng patterns. However, only the dimension~. o.f % 
' . 
Black was signifi~ant over all subjects (p<0.001). 
Theoretical protocols which result from using a par-
,, 
ticular.controlled dimension as the basis of .classifica-
tion can be generated for the factorial comb.inations of 
Appendix_A; these protocols are presented in Table 4. 
Each-daily subject protocol, obtained by combining the 
.. frequencies for both patterns in the same factorial combi-. 
nation t __ was compared to each theoretical protocol through 
a ch_i-square analysis. Unless there· is near perfect agree-
--· 
ment between a theoretical·and·an ob1:ained protocol, the 
----possil;>ility exists ~at more than one_,theoretical protocol 
.. ·., may significantly describe an obtained protocol.· However, 




' . -;.-" ,· .----· · Point Correlation coefficient (Phi Correlation Coe£ f icient) , · . . 
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Protocols for ... 
the Five Dimensions with.I Representing a Fre-
quency Greater than 50% and QI a Frequency Less 
Than 50 ~ 0. The Se·quence of Factorial Combinations 
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. 1. ·o · · · o 1 · 4 . 
· 2 .. · 0 . l . · . . 0 . . ·l 
. · 3 ·o 1 · 1 o 
4 l O l l 
5 l l O 1-
6 .1 l l 0 
. 7 0. ... ·-- () , · l l 
a o 1 a 1 
9 0 1 l · 0 
· 10 l 1': 0 l 1. 
11 l . l O 1· 
12-· ~. ···1 1. l :Q 
13 . o .: o· :·1. 1 
14 0 1 ~~ l, 
.. .. 1s o · 1 · 1 ·a 
16 1: u-· 1 -1 
17 1 . 1. . 0 1 
18 1.· .1.. 1 0 
-19 0 0 l l 
.. 2 o · . o: 1 a .1 21 0 .. 0 ·l l ·.Q: · .· 
. 22 1 .a· .1 1 
· • ·· 2.3:: 1 · · :l.. ·O: l 
2 4 . l . . . l :l. ,Q 
25 0 :o. 1 l 
26 o 1 ~:a. 1 
._.27 0 I 1·· :o 
28 l O I- 1 
2 9 ,-- l, ·. 1 0, ·. 1 
30 l - l 1 0 
· 31 0 . - 0 l ·1. 
32 0 · l O ·1 
3 3 . P ·'· l --~l 0 
.34 1 · . 0 - .l · 1 · 
35 1· l O 1 
36 1 · · l 1 0 
37 '0-·. 0 1 .1 
38' ... 0 1 0 ~-
39 - 0 · · 1 . 1 o. 
40 1· .0 . l l 
---:·--···-------.·-·---- -------------·- -·· ----~- . . ..,...., .. 
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obtained· protocol when more than one· are "significant. · The 
.. ,,.,~..__., .. 
. resu1t·s of this . chi-square. analysis (Table Sa) show· that 1 .. 
· for 32 of the 40 protocols only one theoretical .protocol is 
·.significant. On the basis_ of_ the ____ largest Ghi-sq\1are, -33· -. 
. . 
can be' descriped as being classifi_~d primarily on the % 
... 
. :tJ: 
.,,, .....•. Black d·imension, 4 by Matrix Grain, 2 by Area, and l __ by 
Random. It should be noted ,that while this analysis S;hows 
--~ no protocols as being classified. by the 1Product of Inertia 




··but not as well as by others; tl'!_;is reflects in the signi~i-
--cant Subject x Product of Inertia interaction shown above. 
' Over Days, the protocols of seven subjects can be consis-
~ tently classified by the% Black dimension and one, by 
Matrix Grain. The significant Subject x Session interac-
-, 
• 
tion {p<O. 001) suggests that a subje-ct can change the basis '· 
of his classification; this is supported by. the two subjects .. 
who were not consistent in the use of a particular di~~nsion. 
The fact that 8 protocols are· described by more than one 
dimension can be used as further suppor-t of a subject's abil_. 
·~ 
i ty to change dimensions. Although it can be argued that 
such results may actua1·1y be reflecting th~ use ~of a classi-
.,, 
-
. fication rule other than those tested but correlated with q ' ,, . / 
I 
--------~ "them, inspection of these protocol~ in terms of the five· se-
:·-.-_ ·· ·-, -· -· ··quences which composed a daily session tend to indicate ·that ' .. , ',._. ,. . . ... ' ' .. -~' ......... ' ' 
. 
' -these .subjects. may be changing classification rules before 
. the end of a· session. The·· non-significant ··session- main ef .... __ . 
. feet. indicates that. ~he sub-ject x. Session inte, action comes 
.. 
. ,·, tfl 
27 •. 
..,, .. ,, 
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· Tables Sa and -'Sb. 
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. '·· 
'.~ ........ -Results of Chi-S_quare Gompar~son of Theoretical . ·\ .. ·, 
· Protocols with Obtai~ed DaiJ:y Proto~ols in. Terms 
-
,.. . •' .. . . . ·of· Significance Level and Chi-.Square •. ' -:--·;····~~;''.:, .. • .... · 
I, .. 
···Legend: .. AX2 =- 48.0 represents a perfect fit for the 
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dA3'<. 001 x2=24. 0 .-. 
Session ·4 
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d%B<.001 x2=44.2 d%B<.001 x 2::4s.o aA1 <.02 x 2=6.o dA1 <~001 x2=4s.o 
. .. . dA2<.02. x2=6.0- .. . . 
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_ through subject change and not ; ' 
- ' . 
a 
"-
' 9hange i'n the experiment itself-~ 
. 
-




· action (p<; 001) indicates that changes· in process~ing ·oc~)ur -
through subjects changing the dimensional basis of their 
/ 
··qlassification over time; furthermore,· this interaction_ 
. 
strongly supports previous conclusion_s regarding Subjects, ~ 
' 
· Sessions, and Dimensions. 
The non-significant Dime'nsions x· Sessions interaction· 1-
1 • 1 implies -that there was no consistency in the selection of ' 
-
dimensions over sessions by the subjects. However, inspec-. .. 
• 
tion of Table Sa, where only one subject cnanged his .. pri..; 
.. 
_· ( mary di·mension over sessions, ~uggests that tj]Je number of 
' .. 
--· 
' -- 'd) 
-shifts, on p.rimary dimensions, th.at was made was so small 
-
. 
. tllat· they .could not be distinguished from error. This 
statement does not- contradict the very significant Subj~ct .. 
x Dimension X Session interaction. I~spectio? of Table Sa 
0 also shows that several dimensions could be signif-icant on 
any one day f-0r an individual subject. {The subjects . ~ 
n 
• possibly·shi!ti~g dimensions within a session). However, 
, ~ ~ne ~ange in pr~mary dimensions occurred over sessions 







~ Appendix B presents _the classification protocols fqr· 
--. ' 
· ·-·'first tri.al data for each·- pattern as obtained on the -first· 
-experimental session with the order·· rearr~ged to conform 
to _that· given in Appendix ~. As can~ be see1n th.e protocol· 
. ,.,. 
.. 3·1. , I . 
... .. , 
• . .. 








I ' -·'.I_,,~ 
-r 
. 
· ... '.for most subjects is very o~derly and syste~atic and compares :,, 
· ·. favorably to the theoretical protocols. : Runs tests performed 
on .this data (Table 6) show th~t eight out of the ten subject .· . . . . 
protocols in Ex,p. I were not random. Th!s :·suggests .that be-
···fore the end o.f the first seqq.ence, i.e., w~·tho~t._having I 
'b 
• Q • 
• seen all the stimuli at least once, most_ subjects have gen-: 
erated a decision rule;· or hypothesis, conc~rning classifica-_-· ·.• -•~ .. ,., 
-~-: ·: 
. tion of th_e patterns· and apply it to all ·of the stimuli. -~ ;t · :. r· . I 
Experiment II 
. e , Exp. II is a replica ti.on of Exp. I •. Ten different sub-
jects were used, and the patterns were rotatei'd ninety degrees 
. ,, , counter clockwise, from the position seen in Exp. I. 
,.,• 
.. 
- . ~N 
··-
The results o.f the analysis of· variance substantiate I . those of _Exp·. I and are presented in Table 7. The nonsignif-
1 
1
. icant effect o.f patterns again sugges.ts the generalizability ) 
-
... of the find.ings to the stimulus domain of these ,patterns. 
The results conf~irm that individual" differen es (Subjects, 
p<0.001) affect the processing·of patterns and tha~ the% 
Black dimension .is descriptive of the underlying basis for I 
I 
~:J I the ave_rage~ classification process (p<O,. 05). Alt.hough the 
effect is not as strong as in __ .Exp. I, no qther dimension was 
.,,..., .... ,. 
·-
1 .... ; .... 
· found capa.b'le of describing average classi-fi_qatory. behavior. 
The significant. interaction- effects of Subject x %\.:Black, 
.: -· Subjec~ x Area, Subject' x, Inertia, Subject x Product of In----. 
ertia, ari1d SubjT.:ct x Matrix Grain beyond .the 0.001 leve.l, 
and .of the Subject x Random at th·e O. 01- level indicate tha-t ,----.,. , . 
.-: .• · .• _!_.c_..,,.,...t """":1 ' 
. ', 
t" • .. 
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Test D~ta f·or the First Sequence··of Presentation.· as Seen in Appendix B ·· · · · , 
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·•Table 7~- · 
Res\llts 0~ Analyses 0~ Varian¢es ~or. Experi,ent 
. '. " .. 
. _Subject · 
Dimens·ion 







. . . . 
·, Inertia .-- 1 
; ' . 
6.13 
5. ·75 









S X D 
-
S X %B-.. 
-
s x Area 
-
S X I 
-
S x Pr I 
-





s X p 
-
.. S ., Se X 
... 
D X Se 
P x-se 
S X DX Se 
-· 
s x P x se·. 
-
J .,:··' . 
~: ,>' ' I" 
' t ., ' 
I • 
0. 89 

























s s . ·s 4 * 6· • 16 . 
3.06 * 0.70 
(1, 9)'. 
' (2, 18) 
(l ,· 9) 
. . 
p< .1)5 
. . L. 
.. 
·s.1s * 1.16 
12 •. 81 * 1.55 (1, 9) 





0. 8_9 * 2. 00 
0.12 * 0. 93 
·' 
. 
0 .11 1. 05 
0.94 * 1. 01 
(1, 9) . 
(41, 378) 
.:. (48, 43'2) -~· ,..,..,,._;, 
{ 3, 34) 
: 
'" 
9 8.19 79.15 ( 9, 432). - p<_._OOl. 
l _' 4.41- 42.99 {18, 432) 
:9 4 • 9 6 4 8 • 3-4 ( 9 , 4 3 2 ) 
9 ~ 8.23 a~o2· { 9, 432) 










369 0.13 1.29 (369, 432) p<.01 
432 0.10 











I o' ·, • • 
,, . 
- -, 
25. 45 ( 27 ,1296) p<.001 
1.16 (251, 1200 p-<. O'S 
0.80 {144, 1296) 
2.68 ( 12 6 g·_, 12~9 6 p<'. 001 
~·,. I' . ' 
... ,,. ~ ' 
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A difference from Exp. -I shoul:d be. noted·.in 
that the Subject x Ine~.tia interaction is significant for,o · 
Exp. II. 
The signi.ficant Subject x Session · i-nte.raction _· (p<o··. 001) 
., 
' again shows th.at subjects can shift the. basis of their class-. ·,. 
'""""'' if ication over the course of an experiment; ~. the non-
.. · significance of the Session main _effect again suggest that 
-···, 
-









the change is due to subject change. The significant Sub-





-- that shifts in classitications over time are made by sub-
' 
_ jects transferring to other dimensions. ~This very strong, 
ef feet, as in Exp. ;1 ,_ gives . further support to the .previ·ou:s 
conclusions. In Exp_. II the Dimension- x Session interaction· 
is signifi·can·t at the O. 05 level; this is in contrast with 
the non-significant result for this effect in Exp. ·r. ~ It 
would seem~Uillikely·that·two different processes are-oper-
ating. From· Tables Sa and Sb it appears that an insufficient 
number of shifts were made in Exp. I in. cont'rast to the 
1 shifts made in Exp. II to permit significant differences .. -, 
. 
. from error.-· - A signif.icant Dimension x- Session effect sugg~sts 
. that there may be a consistent pattern. to the selecti;~ oJ . _ _,_,,__________ ' 









. , Using the pro,cedure detai·led in Exp. I the 49 obtain~d 
, . •. I. ,lt\,\ · . ··protocols were. ~ompared t~ the theoretical ones. ·.The ·results 
of this ·analysis .. "(Table Sb)· show th~t for 27 ·protocols/only 
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the largest chi-square 14· can be de·scribed as ·being class·ifie~ . ""' 
primarily by the % Black dimension,. 5 by ,A·rea, 8 by Inertia, 
6 by Product of Inertia, 4 by Matrix Grain, l _by Random, and· 'l· . 
. ·, 
.-·~ equally well by ProduQ~ of .. Inertia or Matrix Grain" Four 
of the f?ubjec~s were consistent in thei·r use of a decision· 
. rule throughout the ··courseof the experiment . . The results/·. 
I . 
. . . . ·.\ . of .the runs tests (Table. 6) performed on '{:he first trial data 
' 
of the first session .show that five of the ten· subjects were 




- - - --
.. ,. . 
--------- - ginally -sig11ifi-cant. Again, this supports the position thc;it 
~-. 
-~ 
~ . ; 
.... ' ' 
. . -




. ing · all the patterns and apply 1 t to those patterns .• 
~ ,The results from· these two experiments are summarized: 
··1. There. are individual differences in the classif·ication 
of patterns by subjects • \ 
.:i ------ ---~- . 
,-1: 
, 2. Subjects can change.their rules of classification over ., 
time. 
-~. The change in classification arises through subjects us-




' 4. Al.though the .. evidence is·eguivocable Wflen_subjects shift~ 
dimensions whether they tend to shift to the same dimen-
sions, i 1t · appears as if the shifts may be somewhat con-
___ sistent. 
5 ~ -- The. c~z;itroiled physical dimension, % ~lack, is repres~n-. 
<I 
tative of both mean and,modal classificatory systems. 
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. 
. . Grain,- ·and Random.· can .. 
I 
• •. "' 
• • basi·s of classification -fpr patterns. The ·.combined 80 
' 
. 
I : protocols show· that 58. 75% can be described by -the ~--
.Black dimension, 8. 75% by Area, 10% by Inertia, 8. 75% •. ··-· . r • • 
--_-by Pro.duct of-Inertia, 11.25% by Matrix Grain, and 2.50%· 
, · by Random. 
-
. 
7-. -- ~ 75:% of all the subjects-had formed the classi_fication 
'· 
rule before . seeing all -_ the pat terns at · least once. 
8 ~ The results were found_ to be generalizable to· the stim-






- .. uluso--aomain- of- the p_atterns used 'in ~he experiments _ _!
,., ._ 
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DISCUSSION 
\' ' ' 
The results ._.of this experiment_ sugg~st that pattern · 
.·· classification may. be. a probabalistic process. Previous , >- .• -
,·1 . ,· 
. 
' · · theorie$ · based upon invariant , , de te.rmini s tic processing·. of : 
' .\ ' 
' .J .·. 
J\' 
. - ' ' 
. ,.:·, 
"' 
~ ' . ' 
> '. :· • 
. 1....· . ;\- ,-, 
-~, . 
. ·.• ·~ ........ , ...... __ ; 
I . 
perceptual information ~ave diffi_culty in expi~ining the: 
/ 
occurrence of indiv-4-dual differences in processing except · 
by attribution t{er+or. The large\ and rep.licable effect 
' ( 
I 
, .., ..... of. individual differences found in ptis study· does not 
· ·support such an interpretation. In/ ·reviewing contemporary· l 
' ' 
theories of pattern processing, Neisser (1967) states that 
0 
the data tends to support the view that pattern recognition . 
. ,, 
·involves a heirarchy of feature analysers but that it is· 
. doub-tful that· any theory which onl:;y involves parallel pro-
cessing is adequate. - Perhaps, the .doubt has been added 
. . that previous eories which cannot account for individual· 
differences are also inadequate. Stimulus sampling models 
· .... -_.-·' 
.• · --s--,;--· 
' ' . 
.. ,j 
. ' . 
.. ., .. 
-~ 
----------- ---- -,----. -
1. 
. " for the processing of information extracted from brief vis-.J 




. ··heart, 1968; Shaw, 1969); it would seem advantageous that·1 
such models be developed and modifieq. for pattern- stimuli • 
From the subject protoco'l data, it appears that when~ 
, _ 
_ told to clc\,ssify patterns subj'ects form an hypothesis cqn-
cerning the classificat-ionprocess. In this study 97.5% 
-· 
of these classification rules can be significantly described· 
' I ·as being based on· one of· the five· controlled physical dimen-
'\ '' 
-·1-,•-, 
• s.ions • I ., While the nature and mechanics of the processing 
l 
. r • , • 
system are beyond. the\\ scope of this study the nature 'of the ,, . . \ 
, I • 
' ' \ 
', ' \ 
38 .• , 
\- . ' ' .r 
1' 
\ 
I . ' .. 
./ 
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. . . . 
., 
. ~ data tends to o·f fer some·. suggestions· .cioncerning them. In . ::}i .. 
. • 
·. 
. ,_ .. 
' ·····•· _-;,••,._ . 
most cases ·the classification rule, or hypothesis, is formed 
.. 
. \ bef·ore all patterns have been seen. This, in conjunction~ 
with the fact that _the 1hypothe·ses were based on the con- · 
"" trolled pattern dim~nsions, suggests that· samp·ling of dif-
. ferent features· of the first several patterns provides enough 
-
· I 
' information to _enable· construction ·of an hypothesis. Inspec-
tion o·f instances when a subject ·.shifts his -hypothesis from 
one dimensional basi·s . to another may lead to unde_rs.tanding .. 
' 
of theci.·nature of the sampling process. Looking at.these 
shifts at the coarse level of the Dimensions x Sess-ions in-
• teraction· ,unfortunately leads to qui vocation. The pest that 
I 
can ·be1 said is that there may be. the development of a pat-
tern ,according to which a subject c~9oses a dimension. Re-
gardless of the sampling me·thod, it_ appears that dimensions 
. . 
do not have equal probabilities of being sampled. If they 
did-each dimension·- should have had a 20% chance of being 
used; ~e results ... (expressed in Point- 6 of the Results Sum-
... mary) tend· to indicate otherwise. 
·, 
Since the hypothesis appears to be· formed before all 
-the stimuli have been sampled, it seems necess~ry that the-----~--- . . 
.._ __ .-. ••• ~, 
I hypothesis must be fed back to previous s-t;._ages o·f proces-s-.i;ng 
~ to assure that all future stimuli can be categorized by that I 
hypothesis. Placing this supposition in a Perceptual 
Tuning-Respops~:. Bias context implies that pe·rceptual tlinJ.'ng 
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·I 
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' ·.-,/· 
· -of this hy·pothesis. · 
The ·dimension of % · Black has been found to be of ·prime · 
,, 
. a importance 1~ both experiments. 'While recognizing that .thi.s · 
'. 
dimension was a fixed factor and that the results should be 
.1 
-· limited. to the stimulus domain of patterns for this study,~.·· . 
. nonetheless· the % Bla_ck . dimension does appear to have im-
-· ., _ ..... 
- • 1 
. . ~ 
., 
i . 
plic~tions for- pt.,~e.r areas in form perception. 
"; . ,., . ',/ 
. I • 
e,/' 
-
• In discussing :the. performance of monkeys on a simultan ..... __ ; · · ..
,· 




(1966) ~as suggested that ·a Unique E.lements dimension 
• ,..-1 •. 




being compared) can describe the performance. Zusne. (19~7) 
. has questi.oned this argument on both statistical and method-
olog'ical grounds, to-which Polidora (1967) has .replied.· The 
. p~esent study suggests that ¥hile Zusne is correct in chal~ 
..... ·. 
'c:-·. a.· 
lenging the validity of the Unique E __ lements dimension Poli-
. t ', 
l . 
. . 
... · .. 
. ' 
': . ~- ' 
··t 
·, 
dora was in fact working with an important dimension of form. 
However, it may not be the Unique elements dimension, but 
. ... 
the% Black dimension which appears to be confounded with 
Unique Elements, that was responsible .for Polidora • __ s re-
sults. It would be a simpie matter to test Unique Elements 
I 
• I . ~ . 
against %_ Black as to their relati·ve importance -in.- form dis-~· 
crimiriation. 





who ,used the % . Black dimen·si.on for classification· tended to --.... 
.. \ . 
. -
. . .... . . :_ . ., 
answer · "Placed it in Group A if the pat tern was white" or 
''placed it in Group ·A: if it was a white shape on a black 
I 
,) . 
. ,r t :.~ .-·-· " ... , 
l\. 
/ .. 
· 40 · .. 
. ·, . 
... 
, . 
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· .. ,background and in Group B if ~he oth~r w:ay around" ·whe,n asked . · 
to verba·lize their classification criteria. · This fact .. coup-
. 
. 
. Ied with the signif!.,caJ?,-Ce o·f. the % . Black dimension suggests. 
·.·the possibility that in a pattern .co:rnposed of two .states, 
·. the subject establis·he.s -a point of subjective eq_uality ·and -
that state which maps into a point below the P~E is responded_·.-
, .. · (,· · ; :·' to· as figure ·and the· complementary state necessarily mapping 1· . 
I . · into ·a :··point above the PSE is responded ·to as ground.· Re- · i i r - -, 
·, .. ·1 
. . 
... ·. ! 
....:.....:.... .. 
. . ,J ~. ' .ii; i 
'. 
·,. .. , .. -
. . ' 





' I ••' of • , ~ 
I• 
. J' -·,···· I 
·. -! ... , 
. i . ,. 
I 
versibility, or a' state of ambiguity, should arise when·the '\ 
I . two states map int? poi1~ts which approach the PSE; the 
· neaJ:"er the states approach_ the PSE, the greater the ambiguity 
~ ·should be. Such a condition does appear_ to be iri e:vidence q -- i 
.. .. 
for the Rock and Kremer -study (1957) ! A_ pilot ·study (Catano, 
,. 19_69}, usi·ng procedures -similar to the experiment repo·rted ·1 · :· 
here but a different set of matrix patte.rns, found that wnTen 1 
- l 
subjects are asked to _classify patter.ns having many different 
· values of % Black into two groups,· they use the median of 1 · 
-the ·range · of % Black values as a .criterion.. For example, if 
the set of patterns ranged from 10% ta 40%, those patterlJ.s ·, 
·below 25% Black would be placed in one group, and .those above, 
into the other. Many.more errors of classification resulted 
' \ 
--for patterns whose % Black values ·were "=Closer to the median tl-
- r.L 
- I , . than fa~ those at _the ext;emeis- of the range.· It 1s gen~rall~--··_. . 
~-







. t:a;-ally located: (Coren, 1969; Fisher, 1967) • While the sug- · 
gested relatiohship betw~~n a )state of ambiguity ·and a PSE 
certainly is in ~grernent ~i ;th this concept' 'it also tends 
4-1. ! . ' • I 
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• 
. . ,·'<· 
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1· 
'to give· greater emphasis to ,the· peripheral stages, particular-. 
ly h·ow the scanning and coding of the two states af feet their 
. mapping into some subjective· psychologi·cal spa:ce. 
It is --a,lways hazardous to generalize from lower species 
to· man, and even more so when going from the-·, receptive fiel~ 
of a lower organism to the visual ·field of man. But in 
' .. ,, .• 
.· ,.!->-·' studies of receptlve 'fields which suggested models based .ori. · 
) . 
lateral inhibition and excitation (Pickering and Varju, 
~ 
< 
-a 1~~8; Henn and Grusser, 1968; Michael,- 1968) the stimuli . 
I 
us.ed involved two illumination state-s and forms su.ch as cir-
/ 
cles or quadrilate·rals which bear a surface resemblance to 
I the stimuli -used in this study;- It is conceivabl-e that the 
bias to select the % Black dimension as a basis of classi"fi~ . 
cation may be explained as a tendency of subjects ~9 use 
\-·,. ' 
. ' ..• ,.,,~J ' 
that dimension which is processed first, the na.ture of the . 
% B-lack diltrens.ion permitting proce·ssing at the retinal level. 
The significance of the% Black dimension· su-ggests that 
-a lar·ge part of the results obtained in support of an Infer- .. *-. - I ' 
;' '-i .• ···~ . 
.. -- mation Theory model of pattern perception (Garner, 19~2) ·, 
,. 
cou.ld b.e artj.factual. If am.bigui ty qoes arise when both ' -··. 
·, 
. , 
states of a two state pattern approach a _PSE,. and if the~ 
PSE is considered t-o be near the physical-point of equality,-
then the_ number of such ambi.guous patterns will increase - --
\\ . 
- .. ~ 
with an i-ncrease in the number of -cells in the .matrix grid· 
- - - an increase in 1:otal uncertainty. There is a greater 
• . 
. 
prqbabili ty of .sampl~~g an ambigous pattern · from a set of 
patterns, the ·g~eater the· total amount of unce+tainty; e.g. i 
. . ij 
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a 3 x 3 matrix, there is a probability of 0.506 of 
a· pattern with a% .Black level of less than 33.3% -
or grErat·er than 67. 7%; for a 4 X 4 matrix, there is I 
probability of selecting a pattern less than 31.2% or great-
er than 69. 8%. Differences in performan·ce which have been 
· ·ascribed· to differences in uncertainty may · actually be 
to processing·dift~rent relative amounts of ambiguity. 
\ 
··- . ~"i ·.·. 
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_ while at the same time determining. how well a··sampl~ set . . 
. .. 
. ·' ·. of 'patterns can be generalized to its . stimuJus dom_ain. 
· The patterns were con,trolled on the iphysica-1 -dimensions· 
of% Black, Area, Inertia, Product of Inertia, and Matrix. 
-Grain. % Black was found to be des·cripti ve of average 
i 
.classificatory behavior, but all of· the controlled dimerlsi~ons 
. ' 
· · were· used as a basis of classification. It was found that 
subjects shifted dimensions over time; although the evidence 
',,.J · : is no~ concJ.usi ve, it· appears· that when , shifts are .made , they 
may be made in a somewhat ·consistent manner. 'Phe results 
i 
'· 
i . strongly indicate that most subjects formed a classification 




An hypoth.e~is-feedback model {las b~en proposed as a 
-- . I 
__ ; mechanism for describing ·the 'result·s of the st-udy . 




' . . 
. 
: ,~:-~·-_ .. The· iI[!plications of the primary. of the % Black· ;dimension . , ~- ' .' - ' - ' . 
' ' . 
· · has ,been suggested for r·elated areas· such ·Q.·s simultaneous · · d 
J 
discrimination tasks, ~eversible figures, possibl_e·· physio'log~- ' . . , ·!' 'I 
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Each factorial -combination is represented by a ·fiv·e 
_
0cligi t combination where the· first· represents % Black; the 
second, Mgment of Inertia; the third,. Product of Inertia; 
the fourth, Matrix Grain; and the fifth, Areao Assigning 
--the following-digits to each··"of the dimensional values 
_generates the code. Each of the patterns . in Appendix A. 
-- -. is titled with its descriptive code. 
.. High % BlaCk = 0 · (Pxy = 0) = 0 . 
-:. ·, ' .. 
. "' . 
,. Low % ·Black = l. (Pxy ~ O)• = l A2xi=_l -·Ihi = 1- . MG6x,6 =_·-1:. 
( 
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Appendix B 
First Trial Data of all subjects for 1st - . -. ! experimental: 
• session. The 96 stimuli • in . '. arranged are the order 
"given in Appendix A but with 2 stimuli at each level; 
e.g., stimuli number land 2 represent factorial com-
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